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WebGL Update

- Khronos is fully supporting development of WebGPU at W3C
  - Working for a smooth transition for developers between WebGL and WebGPU
  - WebGPU brings GPU Compute to the Web using Vulkan/DX12/Metal backends

- WebGL is pervasive and will be used by many applications for many years
  - Khronos is evolving the WebGL specification and supporting multiple implementations
  - ANGLE’s Metal backend supports WebGL 2.0 in Safari on macOS/iOS
    - Shipping in Chrome on Mac/ARM; coming to Mac/Intel
  - Firefox’s WebGL implementation is similarly advancing

WebGL 2.0 is available on >96% of browsers
New WebGL Extensions

- Multiple useful extensions have been added to WebGL over the past year
  - Ported from OpenGL ES to WebGL
- These are now shipping in browsers
  - Enhance, speed up, and simplify applications
  - Always test for the presence of the extension and include fallback paths

- EXT_clip_control
- EXT_conservative_depth
- EXT_depth_clamp
- EXT_polygon_offset_clamp
- EXT_render_snorm
- EXT_texture_mirror_clamp_to_edge
- NV_shader_noperspective_interpolation
- OES_sample_variables
- OES_shader_multisample_interpolation
- WEBGL_blend_func_extended
- WEBGL_clip_cull_distance
- WEBGL_polygon_mode
- WEBGL_render_shared_exponent
- WEBGL_stencil_texturing

- Thanks especially to Alexey Knyazev for driving these!
ANGLE/Metal Progress

• Work is still ongoing in ANGLE's Metal backend
  - Used by WebKit's WebGL implementation on macOS/iOS, and soon, Chromium's on macOS
  - Passes native OpenGL ES 2.0/3.0 CTS on Apple Silicon

• Chrome is ramping up shipment on Intel CPU Macs
  - Already shipping on Apple Silicon

• Non-blocking program linking support has been implemented
  - Already exposed as KHR_parallel_shader_compile
  - Available in Chrome Canary today

• Thanks to Alexey Knyazev for many fixes, the full WebGL 2.0.1 conformance suite is passing on ANGLE's Metal backend!
  - Paves the way for the next spec and test suite snapshot
Pixel Local Storage Extension

- Programmable blending and other use cases
  - Developed by Chris Dalton from Rive with significant contributions from Alexey Knyazev

- Specification being finalized
  - In Draft in Chrome Canary
  - Implementation in ANGLE is tracking the spec and can ship soon afterward
  - Specification | Source Code | Live demo implements blend_equation_advanced
  - Enable WebGL draft extensions in about:flags
WebGPU

A "modern" graphics API for the Web:
- A successor to WebGL, not a replacement.
- Compute shaders on the Web!
- Lower overhead API
- Foundation for future features (bindless, ray tracing, multithreading ...)

Development happens on GitHub and at the W3C
- Anybody can join and participate in the development!
WebGPU Updates

- The WebGPU ecosystem is solidifying!
- Firefox Nightly and Safari Technology Preview have WebGPU support today
  - Try your content and ensure it works across browsers!
- WebGPU specification is nearing Candidate Recommendation!
  - Aim to transition to Living Standard afterward
- Lots of ecosystem progress including [Three.js's WebGPU backend](https://threejs.org/)

![WebGPU diagram](image-url)
WebGPU Updates

- Tons of excitement for WebGPU in the Web AI space
- **Hugging Face's Transformers.js** now runs AI models in the browser using WebGPU!
  - Thanks to Microsoft's **ONNX Runtime and WebGPU backend**
- See HF’s **Models/Datasets/Spaces using WebGPU**, and especially **Xenova's updates**

---

[Xenova's update on Florence2 WebGPU](https://twitter.com/xenova)
Kotlin Bindings

- Google's Android team will be launching Kotlin bindings for WebGPU over the next several months!

- These Kotlin bindings will be the main way for Java and Kotlin applications to use WebGPU on Android (and available on other platforms through Kotlin-Multi-Platform)

- Initially this will be offered as an Android Jetpack library; longer term we plan to integrate it into the system
Kotlin Bindings

- What does this mean for my Android development?
  - If you are a high performance game, or written in C/C++, use Vulkan
    ● It’s powerful, scalable, and gives in-depth control of the GPU
  - If you’re an application and need to use graphics, use WebGPU
    ● It’s powerful, scalable, and easy-to-use, and you can write once and run (almost) anywhere
  - If you’re doing compute (ML, LLMs, AI!, ...) you should be building on WebGPU rather than through OpenCL for long-term support and expansion

We will be trying to steer new content away from OpenGL ES
OpenGL ES will instead be supported on top of Vulkan through the ANGLE framework
Three.js' WebGPU Backend

- Compute + Rendering

```javascript
async function animate() {
  stats.update();
  await renderer.computeAsync( computeParticles );
  await renderer.renderAsync( scene, camera );
}
```
Three.js' WebGPU Backend

- Much recent progress on Three.js's WebGPU backend
- There are already many WebGPU examples in Three's examples
  - Several of which use compute!
- A new Three.js Shading Language has been created to streamline writing the new node graph based material system
  - TSL produces both WebGPU's and WebGL's shading languages
- To ease developers' transition to the WebGPU backend, there are actually WebGL 2.0 fallbacks for most functionality!
- This is a major re-architecture of Three.js; the team is aiming for a first official release of the WebGPURenderer later this year
  - Thanks to sunag in particular for driving this work!
  - Follow Three.js for the team's latest updates
WebGPU Samples

https://webgpu.github.io/webgpu-samples

- Refactored for easier participation
- Can add external examples too!
- Several new samples
  - MSDF text
  - skinned mesh
  - render bundle culling
  - points
  - multiple canvases
- Submit yours!!!
WebGPU Implementation Status

Safari
- Enabled in Safari Technology Preview - please test!

Firefox
- Enabled in Nightly on Windows and Linux, for testing and experimentation!
- Mac is in progress.
- Aiming to ship to Release by end of year!

Chromium
- Currently shipping on Windows, ChromeOS, Mac, and Android!
- Tracks the top-of-tree WebGPU and WGSL specifications
- web.dev/gpu for higher level details
- Looking forward to your feedback, and applications built using WebGPU!

Implementations are mostly interoperable already!
WebGPU Partnerships

Steady progress on WebGPU backends for popular web 3D libraries

Three.js, Babylon.js

Ongoing partnerships with teams including Intel, TensorFlow.js, Google Meet, MediaPipe, and more

PlayCanvas has been undertaking a major refactor of their engine in support of WebGPU

Tracking bug: https://github.com/playcanvas/engine/issues/3986

Fantastic feedback and collaboration with Unity, as they investigate porting existing shaders to WGSL and our new Uniformity Analysis requirements!
WebGPU Resources

Tutorials:

- [WebGPU Fundamentals](#) by Gregg
- [WebGPU Best Practices](#) by Brandon
WebGPU Contributions!

Many ways to engage!

- Try the API and provide feedback (see later slides for channels)
- Try publishing sites using WebGPU
  - Can use WebGPU support in popular frameworks like Three.js, Babylon.js and TF.js
- Help with conformance testing
- Contribute samples / demos / articles using WebGPU
Join WebGL & WebGPU Communities

- The WebGL and WebGPU APIs are supported by vibrant online communities!
  - If you're developing with these APIs, we would like to hear from you!

- On the WebGL side:
  - Please join the [WebGL Dev List](https://www.khronos.org/webgl-dev-list): announcements of products, demos, new tools, job postings, questions, discussions - all are welcome!
  - Khronos' [public_webgl](https://public_webgl.khronos.org) mailing list hosts lower-traffic spec announcements
  - The [WebGL Matrix chat room](https://matrix.redbot.ai/webgl) offers a way to talk with browser implementers and other developers
  - You can find a lot of cool stuff by searching #webgl on Twitter, [Mastodon](https://mastodon.social) 😎
Join WebGL & WebGPU Communities

• On the WebGPU side:

  - Have API feedback? See the [main WebGPU “gpuweb” repository](https://github.com/webgpu-g lasted) for options to communicate it to the community group

  - The [WebGPU Matrix chat room (#WebGPU:matrix.org)](https://matrix.org/#/room/#WebGPU:matrix.org) also offers a great way to talk directly with browser implementers and other developers

  - There's an increasing amount of cool stuff showing up on [#webgpu on Twitter, Mastodon](https://twitter.com/webgpu)

• We all look forward to hearing from you!
Thank you!

A recording of this presentation will be available at https://www.khronos.org/events/siggraph-2024

For more information on WebGL, please visit https://www.khronos.org/webgl

For more information on WebGPU, please visit https://github.com/gpuweb/gpuweb